The PackGen Pony is our lightweight, collapsible container that is easy to use and ship. The fiberboard sleeve is protected by a coated polypropylene material which is UV treated and water resistant to ensure the container’s durability when exposed to various weather conditions. The Pony, like packgen’s other hazmat style boxes, can greatly reduce both your freight and warehouse costs, as well as helping to increase efficiency in all aspects of your packaging processes.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- The continuous fiberboard sleeve is bonded to woven coated polypropylene guaranting protection from the elements and increasing overall container strength by as much as 1.25X compared to pocket design containers.
- Scored sides allow the container to knock down and lay flat when not in use, reducing freight and warehouse cost up to 30% vs. corrugated boxes.
- Optional lab pack exempt
- Pre-installed liner ensures a proper fit, reduces undue stress on the liner, and eliminates missing components.
- Two flap closure System with ties attached to the container for easy/secure closure.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

Packaging Identification Code  
13H4

- Max Gross  
2,500 lbs
- Volume  
27 ft³
- Dimensions  
  - Width 36"
  - Length 36"
  - Height 36"
- Closure/Top Description  
  - Open Top Duffled Liner w/
  - Integrated Two Flap Cover
- Exterior  
  - UV Treated High Density Woven Polypropylene
- Structure  
  - Multi-Layer Fiberboard
- Liner  
  - Low Density Polyethylene
- Pallet Quantity  
  - 25 units
- Tare Weight  
  - 20 lbs

Questions about our Maverick Containers? Let the experts at PackGen guide you through the ins and outs of this time saving and cost efficient solid materials transport option.

www.packgen.com